
Word Definition Translation In a sentence from film Time Tense

1 Relationship the way in which two things are connected стосунки With Katie, we have the perfect relationship. 0:01:37 Present Simple

2 Get along to quickly become good friends здружитися We got along right away. 0:01:44 Past Simple

3 Loyal always liking and supporting someone or something вірний I'm her loyal protector. 0:02:07 Present Simple

4 Soul mates a person whose interests or attitudes are similar to one's own споріднені душі I wouldn't go so far as to call us soul mates. 0:02:39 Інше

5 Interrupt to stop an action or activity перервати, заважати Well, I won't interrupt. 0:04:15 Future Simple

6 Locked in a crate closed in закритий у ящику There are suitcases everywhere. I'm locked up in a crate. 0:07:56 Present Simple

7 Peanut butter
a paste made from ground roasted peanuts, used as a spread or 

in cookery.
арахісова паста Unless it's covered in peanut butter. 0:08:10 Present Simple

8 Pellets Pellets! Well, see you guys later. 0:08:27 Present Simple

9 To fit in to be suitable вписується It is round, fits into my mouth. 0:08:53 Present Simple

10 Blanket
a large, rectangular piece of soft fabric, often with bound edges, 

used especially for warmth as a bed covering.
ковдра You get an old blanket. 0:11:40 Present Simple

11 Stubborn refusing to comply, agree, or give in; obstinate впертий Wow, you're stubborn. 0:11:47 Present Simple

12 Scoot on to slide while sitting тут - влізти Let me scoot on in there. 0:11:56 Present Simple

13 Comfy very attractive; comfortable зручно Perfect. This is comfy, right? 0:11:59 Present Simple

14 To get rid of to eliminate or discard позбутися It's an emergency that you get rid of this dog. 0:12:11 Present Simple

15 Pound a place where pets that are lost or not wanted are kept притулок Katie brought home a new dog from the pound. 0:13:56 Past Simple

16 Inexplicable not able to be understood or explain незбагенні And dog people do weird, inexplicable things. 0:14:10 Present Simple

17 Honest showing uprightness and fairness чесний And as your friend, I gotta be honest with you. 0:14:22 Present Simple

18 Paw the foot of an animal that has claws or nails лапа Why is this mouse on my paw still? 0:14:40 Present Simple

19 Spin the movement of something turning round very quickly крутитися "Spin!" I'm doing "spin." 0:14:58 Present Continuous

20 Leash a chain attached to the collar прив'язь You forgot my leash. 0:17:50 Past Simple

21 Stick a thin piece of wood that has fallen or been cut from a tree паличка Be a good lad and bring me a stick, won't you? 0:18:07 Future Simple

22 String
(a piece of) strong, thin rope made by twisting very thin threads 

together, used for fastening and tying things
нитка I'm gonna cut you into string, ball you up. 0:20:02 Future going to

23 Ball someone up to mess someone or something up згорнути у клубок I'm gonna cut you into string, ball you up. 0:20:02 Future going to

24 Bat someone around to push an object around playfully пинати I'm gonna bat you around for hours. 0:20:05 Future going to

25
Thunder and the 

lightning
two things you hear / see during the storm грім та блискавка

I'm talking about the thunder and the lightning that's coming down on all 

of your collective faces!
0:20:39 Present Continuous

26 Offense an illegal act злочин No offense, but good-bye! 0:21:03 Past Simple

27 Weirdo a person whose behavior seems strange or eccentric дивак Throw it with your arm, you lazy weirdo! 0:22:29 Past Simple

28 Fetch go for and then bring back
побігти та принести (як 

палочку)
I would not fetch that. 0:22:32 Інше

29 Sorrow a feeling of great sadness журба, горе Your face wears a thousand sorrows. 0:23:29 Present Simple

30 Loneliness sadness because one has no friends or company самотність Loneliness. Max! Max! 0:23:42 Present Simple

31 Dare have the courage to do something відважний How dare you! 0:24:01 Present Simple

32 Bush a plant with many small branches кущ I heard him screaming after he disappeared into those bushes. 0:24:15 Past Simple

33 Roof the covering that forms the top of a building, vehicle, etc. дах I'm on my way to the roof to look for Max. 0:24:50 Present Simple

34 Domesticated never never tame без одомашнювання! Liberated forever! Domesticated never! 0:26:20 Present Simple

35 Flushed pets red in the face почервонілі, сполохані
We are the Flushed Pets thrown away by our owners and now we are 

out for revenge!
0:27:12 Present Simple

36 Revenge
harm done to someone as a punishment for harm that they have 

done to someone else
помста

We are the Flushed Pets thrown away by our owners and now we are 

out for revenge!
0:27:16 Present Simple

37 Collars the part around the neck of a piece of clothing комір Yeah, that's why we burned our collars, man! 0:27:44 Past Simple

38 Whack to hit someone or something noisily розгромили Yes, we whacked them. 0:27:53 Past Simple
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39 Dime a coin монета If I had a dime for every owner I killed, I'd have a dime. 0:27:56 Інше

40 Cold-blooded without emotion or pity холоднокровні Oh, y'all cold-blooded. 0:28:06 Present Simple

41 Sewers a large pipe, usually underground каналізаційні труби All right, guys,let's do this! To the sewers! 0:28:32 Present Simple

42 Foreboding
implying or seeming to imply that something bad is going to 

happen
з поганою прикметою In this dark and foreboding shed. 0:29:35 Present Simple

43 Shed a small building, usually made of wood, used for storing things ангар, гараж In this dark and foreboding shed. 0:29:35 Present Simple

44 To step over to overstep переступити Just step over the pile of bones. 0:30:13 Present Simple

45 The pile of bones a lot of bones купа кісток Just step over the pile of bones. 0:30:13 Present Simple

46 Predator an animal that hunts, kills, and eats other animals хижак Even for a predator, I'm selfish (егоїстичний). 0:31:10 Present Simple

47 It's no wonder without surprise не дивно, що It's no wonder I have no friends. 0:31:15 Present Simple

48 Chain a set of connected or related things ланцюг Please, take off the chain. 0:31:26 Present Simple

49 Roguishly scampishly по-шахрайськи He's a short-hair, roguishly handsome. 0:32:33 Present Simple

50 Sparkle in his eye bright shine in his eye блиск в очах He's got a sparkle in his eye. 0:32:36 Present Simple

51 Hood
part of a piece of clothing that can be pulled up to cover the top 

and back of the head
капюшон If my owner comes, put on the hood and pretend to be me. 0:32:49 Інше

52 Recite to say a piece of writing aloud from memory декламувати The leader does not recite the password. 0:33:29 Present Simple

53 Underbelly the most unpleasant part of something жахливе місце Welcome to the underbelly, brothers. 0:33:51 Present Simple

54 Gory involving violence and blood кровопролитні We love gory detail, here. Tell us! 0:34:39 Present Simple

55 To deal with to solve a problem вирішити проблему So, that's who you're dealing with. 0:34:50 Present Continuous

56 Scoop
to move something with a scoop or with something used as a 

scoop
черпати You scoop with a spoon. 0:35:14 Present Simple

57 Pep talk
a short speech intended to encourage people to work harder or 

try to win a game or competition

мотиваційна промова чи 

бесіда
Everybody else need a pep talk. 0:35:54 Present Simple

58 To suffer to experience physical or mental pain страждати All of us have suffered at the hands of man. 0:36:00 Present Perfect

59 Garbage rubbish сміття But then they turn around and throw us out like garbage. 0:36:30 Past Simple

60 Initiation the action of beginning something ініціювання It's initiation time! 0:36:42 Present Simple

61 One-fanged with one fange з одним кликом
You will now receive the bite of a one-fanged, half-blind Viper fueled by a 

diet of anti-human rage!
0:38:28 Future Simple

62 Half-blind unable to see properly напівсліпий
You will now receive the bite of a one-fanged, half-blind Viper fueled by a 

diet of anti-human rage!
0:38:28 Future Simple

63 Rage extreme or violent anger лють
You will now receive the bite of a one-fanged, half-blind Viper fueled by a 

diet of anti-human rage!
0:38:33 Future Simple

64 To slash off cut with a violent sweeping movement розрізати Slashed off their collars. 0:39:37 Past Simple

65 Hold on used to tell someone to wait for a short time зачекай Hold on! 0:40:03 Present Simple

66 Fellas a man хлопці Uh, fellas, that was an accident. 0:40:51 Past Simple

67 Squish to smash розбити вщент You squished the Viper! 0:40:54 Past Simple

68 Flapjack a pancake коржик, млинчик He's a flapjack. 0:40:57 Present Simple

69 Dummies stupid or silly people ідіотики Stop running, dummies! 0:42:06 Present Simple

70 Shifty looking or seeming dishonest нечесні I always said squirrels are little shifty little guys. 0:42:49 Past Simple

71 Hawk a type of large bird that catches small birds and animals for food яструб, сокіл Ooh! Is that a hawk? 0:43:09 Present Simple

72 Curtain
a piece of material, especially cloth, that hangs across a window 

or opening to make a room or part of a room dark or private:
завіса When I got my claws (кігті) caught in the curtains who pulled me down? 0:43:52 Інше

73 Pull down to remove down потягнути вниз, звільнити When I got my claws caught in the curtains who pulled me down? 0:43:52 Інше

74 Doggy paddle a simple swimming style плавати по собачому We gotta get to shore (берег). I only know the doggy paddle! 0:45:20 Present Simple

75 Vengeance
the punishing of someone for harming you or your friends or 

family
помста I'm talking about vengeance, Tattoo! 0:46:52 Present Continuous

76 Crazy joint
a place where people go for entertainment, especially one that 

has a bad reputation
дурдом-вечірка What is this crazy joint? 0:48:00 Present Simple

77 Vacuum a vacuum cleaner пилосмок Myron! Vacuum! 0:50:03 Present Simple



78 Fuzzy angel So, where are you from, my fuzzy angel? 0:50:10 Present Simple

79 Descend be a direct blood relative of походити We are descended from the mighty wolf! 0:50:55 Present Simple

80 Mighty powerful могутній We are descended from the mighty wolf! 0:50:55 Present Simple

81 Raw instincts instincts from nature
сирі інстинкти, природні та 

нерегульовані
We have raw, primal instincts 0:50:58 Present Simple

82 Ramp an upward bend in a stair rail. пандус Lower the ramp, dummy. 0:51:54 Present Simple

83 Route a particular way or direction between places шлях, дорога if we take the human route, getting there is gonna take days. 0:52:27 Інше

84 Cliffhanger
a situation that is exciting because its ending or result is 

uncertain until it happens
той, що захоплює But for me every breath is a cliffhanger. 0:52:31 Present Simple

85 Slowpokes a person who moves or thinks slowly людина-гальмо Come on, slowpokes! 0:54:38 Present Simple

86 Scent
a trail indicated by the characteristic smell of an animal and 

perceptible to hounds or other animals.
нюх The scent is getting stronger. 0:54:46 Present Continuous

87 Weird very strange and unusual, unexpected, or not natural дивний Getting a weird vibe (атмосфера), man. 0:56:55 Інше

88 Laid out to arrange something on a flat surface: лежить на поверхні It's all laid out right here. 0:57:28 Present Simple

89 Skedaddle to run away quickly тікати, дряпати Let's skedaddle. 0:57:51 Present Simple

90 Dispute argue about (something); discuss heatedly. заперечити, диспутувати That's kind of hard to dispute. 0:58:16 Present Simple

91 Groundbreaking
if something is groundbreaking, it is very new and a big change 

from other things of its type
новаторський, прогресивний This is groundbreaking evil behavior, people. 1:03:41 Present Simple

The Fuzzy Wuzzy Angels was the name given by Australian soldiers to a group of Papua New Guinean 

people who, during World War II, assisted and escorted injured Australian troops down the Kokoda trail.



to describe permanent activities Mary lives is Scotlland.
to describe well-known facts It is hot in summer. 

I drink tea She drinks tea
to talk about timetable and 
arrangements The plane takes off at 8:00

Do you drink tea? Does she drink tea?
to talk about habits (every day, usually, 
seldom...) I drink tea every day.

I do not drink tea She does not drink tea to describe plot of books, movies, etc. Bart Simpson goes to Springfield school. 
when we comment sport events Henry passes to Beckham and he goals! 
with stative verbs (promise, like, love, 
etc.) I promise I will call off (cancel) the meeting. 

in zero conditional (permanent facts) If you take ice from the fridge, ice melts.

in first conditional (likely to be true in 
future)

If you give me 100$, I will buy a new english 
book. 

to talk about future plans after some 
words (as soon as, when, after)

I will call you back as soon as my sister 
arrives. 

I am drinking tea now. She is drinking tea now.

Are you drinking tea now? Is she drinking tea now?

I am not drinking tea now. 
She is not drinking tea 

now. 

I have just drunk tea. She has just drunk tea.

Have you just drunk tea? Has she just drunk tea?

I have not drunk tea yet. She has not drunk tea yet. 

I have been  drinking tea 
for an hour!

She has been drinking tea 
for an hour!

Have you been drinking 
tea for an hour?

Has she been drinking tea 
for an hour?

I have not been drinking 
tea for an hour. 

She has not been drinking 
tea for an hour.
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Опис часу

Present Simple
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:
Always, usually, always, often, seldom, hardly ever, 
rarely; Every day, at the weekend, on Fridays, twice 

times a week; in the afternoon, in winter.

Words:

Now, at the moment, today, tonight, tomorrow, next 
weekend, etc.

Words:

Present Perfect

to describe situations that is changing 
now

The helthcare system is getting worse and 
worse.

to describe actions happenning now 
(now, at the moment, etc.)

I am watching football now. 

to describe uncompleted actions that are 
supposed to be completed.

I have not drunk my tea yet. 

to describe past actions, results of which 
are in present 

I have cleaned my fridge. Now it is the 
cleanest fridge I have ever seen!

to describe habits that make you 
annoyed (with always, constantly, etc.)

You are always eating my sandwiches! Stop 
it!

to describe past actions that finished in 
past, but we do not know exact time 
(usually, to talk about experience) 

I have been to Latvia. 

to describe past actions that finished 
recently

I have just gone to the shop. 

to describe actions which started in the 
past and continue up to the present 
(focus on action)

I have had this brilliant wordlist for three 
days!

to talk about 100% plans in the future
I am visiting my friend in the hospital 
tomorrow.

to describe temporary (it will not 
continue) situations and actions (even 
temporary habits)

I am working for this company until I can find 
something better. 

Words:

Since my birthday, for three days (focus on action); 
just, recently, yet, ever, never, so far, etc.

Present Perfect Continuous
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Words:

Since my birthday, for three days (focus on duration); 
how long, all morning, all Monday, etc.
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to describe actions which started in the 
past and continued up to the present 
(focus on length)

I have been studying in UK for three years!

to describe past actions (focus on period 
of time), results of which are in present 

I have been writing all the morning! I am so 
exhausted.  



I drank tea yesterday She drank tea yesterday

Did you drink tea 
yesterday?

Did she drink tea 
yesterday?

I did not drink tea 
yesterday

She did not drink tea 
yesterday

I was drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

She was drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

Were you drinking tea 
yesterday at 3 p.m.?

Was she drinking tea 
yesterday at 3 p.m.?

I was not drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

She was not drinking tea 
yesterday at three p.m.

to  describe synchronous actions
While Kate was reading a book, I was 
vacuuming.

to describe habits that made you 
annoyed (with always, constantly, etc.)

My wife was always eating all cakes!  

I had started to drink tea 
when you came.

She had started to drink 
my tea when you came.

Had you started to drink 
tea when I came?

Had she started to drink  
tea when you came?

I had not started to drink 
tea when you came.

I had not started to drink 
tea when you came.

I had been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 

came.

She had been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 

came.
Had you been drinking 
tea for an hour when I 

came?

Had she been drinking tea 
for an hour when you 

came?
I had not been drinking 

tea for an hour when you 
came.

She had not been drinking 
tea for an hour when you 

came.

Past Simple
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Words:

two days ago, yesterday, last week, last night, last 
summer, etc.

Words:

how long, since, beofre, by the time, for, etc.

Past Perfect

W
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st

  P
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:

Words:

By the time, already, ever, by, before, etc.. 

to describe an action that was 
completed before another one in the past 
or before a specific point of time in the 
past

Past Perfect Continuous
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Past Continuous
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Words:

While, as, yesterday at 7 p.m., in those days, at that 
moment, etc.. 

to describe actions in progress in the 
past

Mary was reading yesterday at 12 p.m.

to describe interrupted action in the past I was cooking when my mobile phone rang

in second conditional (untrue facts in 
present)

If I were you, I would sell blue car. 

to talk about short actions that 
interrupted the longer one

The action, which began in the past, 
lasted for some time and finished: 
1) just before a certain point in the past 
or 
2) before another action in the past 
started

While he was cooking, the telephone rang.

to talk about past habits (usually, 
seldom, often...)

When I was three years old, I often went to the 
park. 

to talk about past actions that happened 
one after another (stories in the past)

He cooked a cake and ate it.

to describe completed actions in the 
past

Mary visited Scotland last year.

Yesterday at six pm we had been watching 
this TV-show for a three hours!

By the time you came, we had been watching 
this TV-show for a three hours!

I had finished my homework when you called. 

I had finished my homework by three o'clock. 

to describe temporary (it did not 
continue) situations and actions (even 

I was living with my husband at that time. 

to describe background information of 
the story

There were a lot of people at the bus stop. 
Some of them were writing something in the 
copybook. Others were looking for money for 
the ticket in their pockets.   



I will drink tea next 
morning.

She will drink tea next 
morning.

Will you drink tea next 
morning.

Will she drink tea next 
morning.

I won't (will not) drink tea 
next morning.

She won't (will not) drink 
tea next morning.

Tomorrow this time I will 
be drinking tea.

Tomorrow this time she 
will be drinking tea.

Will you be drinking tea 
this time tomorrow?

Will she be drinking 
tea this time tomorrow?

Tomorrow this time I 
won`t (will not) be 

drinking tea.

Tomorrow this time she 
won`t (will not) be drinking 

tea.

I will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

She will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

Will you have gone to 
drink tea by tomorrow.

Will she have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

I won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 

tomorrow.

She won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 

tomorrow.

I will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

She will have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

Will you have gone to 
drink tea by tomorrow.

Will she have gone to drink 
tea by tomorrow.

I won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 

tomorrow.

She won`t (will not) have 
gone to drink tea by 

tomorrow.

I am going to drink tea 
tomorrow.

She is going to drink tea 
tomorrow.

Are you going to drink tea 
tomorrow?

Is she going to drink tea 
tomorrow?

I am not going to drink 
tea tomorrow.

She is not going to drink 
tea tomorrow.

Future going to

W
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:

to describe 95% plans in future

Words:

tomorrow, today, next Monday, this year etc.

Future Simple
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Words:

tomorrow, today, next Monday, this year etc.

Future Continuous

W
e 
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e 
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:

Words:

tomorrow this time, tomorrow at 7 o’clock

to describe future actions at a specific point 
of time (in the process)

to describe longer action in the future that 
will be interrupted by a shorter action in the 

future

Future Perfect Continuous

W
e 
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e 
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:

to describe actions which will finish at a 
specific point of time in the future or 
before another one in the future (focus 
on duration!)

By 9 pm we will have been doing this task for 
a five days! Let`s look at it another way.

Words:

For, since, by, next year etc.

Future Perfect

W
e 

us
e 

Fu
tu

re
 P

er
fe

ct
:

to describe actions which will finish at a 
specific point of time in the future or 
before another one in the future (focus 
on action!)

Words:

For, since, by, next year etc.

I am going to visit my husband tomorrow.

to describe a prediction of future events I will be at home tomorrow. 

to describe fast decisions about future
I do not have enough suger. I will go to the 
market.

to  describe offers, request etc. (about 
future)

Will you clean the fridge?

to  describe promises of future events Believe me, I will be on time!

Tonight at 6 PM, I will be watching TV.

I will be eating when she arrives tonight.

Next year my friend will have been married for 
a year.


